
A 

CALL FOR PRESENTATIONS AND PAPERS 
 
 
 

 
  
 

11TH ANNUAL WELLS CONFERENCE ON ADOPTION LAW 

WHEN THINGS GO WRONG:  
Practice and Policy in Contested and Disrupted Adoptions  

DATE:  Thursday, March 12, 2015  
LOCATION:  Capital University Law School, Columbus Ohio  
 
The National Center for Adoption Law and Policy, in collaboration with the Capital University Law 
Review, seeks proposals for presentations and papers for the 11

th
 Annual Wells Conference on Adoption 

Law. The Wells Conference attracts respected professionals and academics who are pioneers and 
innovators in the fields of child welfare and adoption law.  The 2015 conference will explore how the 
needs and best interests of children who caught up in adoption contests and/or disruption or dissolution 
may be addressed through more thoughtful application of existing  laws, policies, and practice or 
through legislative or practice reform.  Presentations with an ethical focus are of special interest. 
Participants will present either individually or as part of a panel and, in addition, prepare an article 

associated with their presentation for publication in the Capital University Law Review Wells 
Conference Volume 44.   

                                                    

Six papers will be selected. Sample topics include but are not limited to: 

 
Preventing Contests and Disruptions through Transparent pre-Adoption Practice   
Legal and practice-based strategies for successful adoptions, answering questions such 
as “why do adoptions disrupt?”  What does the research say in relation to factors 
associated with adoption dissolution or disruption, including the age of the child, lack of 
information on the child and the biological family, and lack of social support? How can 
thoughtful process and ethical practice help prevent adoption disruption?   
 
Making that  List and Checking it Twice (or Three Times)   
Strategies and policies to assist adoption attorneys, agencies and caseworkers avoid 
trouble.  Practice guidance for paying close and serious attention to legal and ethical 
requirements, such as valid and informed birth parent consent, Indian Child Welfare Act 
compliance, conformity with the Interstate Compact for the Placement of Children, and 
early identification of relatives and kin.      
  

Ethical Practice in Adoption Conflicts 
Legal and social work ethics in client/agency representation, addressing thorny issues 
such as conflicts between client representation and children’s best interest,  
rights/interests of unmarried fathers, fees and other financial considerations, and 
information disclosure. Rehoming: what is it and how should it be addressed 
legislatively? 
 
Trial/Appellate Practice in Contested Adoptions 
Case anatomy of a contested adoption from filing through final appeal, or focus on 
specific issues along the way:  framing justiciable issues, jurisdiction and venue, 
necessary parties, ethical trial practice, appellate jurisdiction, scope of appeal, standard 
of review, and procedural matters.  
 

Meeting the Needs of Children and Families Post-Contest, Dissolution, or Disruption 
What should or can we do for families and children when efforts to avoid conflicts and 
disruptions fail?  Addressing clients’ legal and emotional needs, concerns, and rights.  
Providing resources and supports for children and families.  Understanding the trauma 
caused by failed adoptions and the repercussions for adoption/foster systems.   
 
   
 
 
 

Please send proposals by email no 

later than September 30, 2014 to:  

Denise St. Clair 

Executive Director 

National Center for Adoption Law 

& Policy 

(614) 236-6593 

dstclair@law.capital.edu  

 
and  

 

Jessica Paulik 

Editor-in-Chief 

Volume 43 
Capital University Law Review 
jpaulik@law.capital.edu  

 

 

Proposals should be no more 

than two double spaced pages 

in length. Submitters will be 

notified of the status of their 

proposals by October 10, 2014 
 

 

 
  
http://law.capital.edu/Adoption/  
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